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Safe Harbor

This presentation contains “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the U.S. federal securities laws — that is, statements 
about the future, not about past events.  Such statements often contain words such as “expect,” “may,” “believe,” “plan,” “estimate,” 
“intend,” “predict,” “anticipate,” “should,” “could,” “will,” “see,” “likely,” and other similar words.  Forward-looking statements address 
matters that are, to varying degrees, uncertain, such as statements about our transformation program; our financial and performance 
targets and other forecasts or expectations regarding business outlook; growth for Schlumberger as a whole and for each of its Groups 
and segments (and for specified products or geographic areas within a segment); oil and natural gas demand and production growth; rig 
count; oil and natural gas prices; improvements in operating procedures and technology; capital expenditures by Schlumberger and the 
oil and gas industry; the business strategies of Schlumberger’s customers; the anticipated benefits of the Cameron acquisition; the 
success of Schlumberger’s joint ventures and alliances; future global economic conditions; and future results of operations. These 
statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, global economic conditions; changes in exploration and 
production spending by Schlumberger’s customers and changes in the level of oil and natural gas exploration and development; 
demand for our integrated services and new technologies; the inability to reduce the cost-per-barrel of hydrocarbon developments; 
Schlumberger’s future cash flows; the success of Schlumberger’s transformation efforts; general economic, political, security and 
business conditions in key regions of the world; country risk; pricing erosion; foreign exchange rates; weather and seasonal factors; 
operational modifications, delays or cancellations; production declines; changes in government regulations and regulatory requirements, 
including those related to offshore oil and gas exploration, radioactive sources, explosives, chemicals, hydraulic fracturing services and 
climate-related initiatives; the inability of technology to meet challenges in exploration; the inability to realize expected value from SPM 
projects; the inability to integrate the Cameron business and to realize expected synergies, the inability to retain key employees; and 
other risks and uncertainties detailed in our most recent Forms 10-K, 10-Q, and 8-K filed with or furnished to the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission.  If one or more of these or other risks or uncertainties materialize (or the consequences of such a development 
changes), or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual outcomes may vary materially from those reflected in our forward-
looking statements.  The forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation, and Schlumberger disclaims any 
intention or obligation to update publicly or revise such statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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Market Tightening Fundamentals Still Valid 
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Potential Sustainable Well Cost Reductions in US Land
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Potential Sustainable Well Cost Reductions in Deepwater
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Cameron Integration on Track 

 Achieved $52M in synergies in Q2

 On track for synergies of $300M in year 1, $600M in year 2

 Booked $125M of new customer synergy orders

 Completed 95% of customer engagement plan 

 Co-located 85+ facilities 

 Launched 32 research & engineering projects
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Third-Quarter Activity Outlook by Geography

NAM
 Services price level unsustainable
 Rig count increase not reflected in services pricing

ECA
 Sub-Sahara Africa continued project delays
 Russia activity seasonally high during the summer

LAM
 Venezuela activity on cash basis only
 Mexico seismic sales don’t offset activity reduction

MEA
 No activity recovery in Asia 
 GCC activity remains strong in all segments
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Third-Quarter Activity Outlook by Product Group

Reservoir Characterization Group – Flattish
 WG higher on multiclient sales and land seismic surveys 
 Testing higher on EPF* start-up, Wireline flat

Drilling Group – Slightly Lower 
 D&M and M-I SWACO lower on continued DW decline
 Offset by higher IDS and Land Rig components deliveries

Production Group – Flattish
 Lower stimulation vessel activity in Mexico
 Increased low-margin activity in US Land

Cameron Group – Lower
 Customer orders at lower levels 
 Backlog reductions impacting manufacturing outputs

* EPF: Early Production Facility



Expected Market Recovery by Group
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Summary

 The fundamentals of market tightening are still valid with production 
decline continuing, OPEC challenges developing, and demand robust

 US land activity picking up but pricing needs to recover to allow 
sustainable operations. The impact of this on earnings is neutral

 International not recovering. Focus on recovering pricing concessions 
and increasing customer engagement on integration and collaboration 

 Cameron integration on track with synergy levels confirmed

 Schlumberger financial strength is intact, with geographical footprint and 
technology portfolio positioning the company to outperform the recovery
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